In today’s digital landscape, printing documents and then scanning them into your content management system doesn’t make sense. Nautilus Virtual Print Driver from Fiserv eliminates expensive and labor intensive physical printing and scanning by enabling users to electronically print documents directly into Nautilus.

Optimization of resources is key to building efficiency and profitability into your organization. Nautilus Virtual Print Driver replaces the redundant process of printing, scanning and shredding physical documents. By electronically capturing the document and uploading it into Nautilus, you help prevent the loss of sensitive documents while reducing the cost of labor and materials.

Nautilus Virtual Print Driver also provides your organization with a more efficient process for document capture from other applications. The solution is easily deployable throughout your enterprise and with its instant integration functionality, you can virtually eliminate costly integrations or custom coding challenges.

**Users Can Print to a Shared Directory**
Nautilus Virtual Print Driver produces no paper. Rather, it can automatically launch an import dialog directly into Nautilus. Using the solution reduces exposure of sensitive documents by ensuring that information is never printed onto paper. Nautilus Virtual Print Driver is a standard Windows printer, so users only need to select the Nautilus Virtual Print Driver as their default printer. It eliminates print, scan and shred scenarios.

The shared directory can be swept on a scheduled basis, and the documents will be archived in a batch where they can be indexed using the Nautilus Document Imaging window or via the Nautilus Web Client.

**Simplicity by Design**

Nautilus Virtual Print Driver is installed as a Windows® printer, which renders images that are written to a spool directory. The printer can call an Import Dialog for indexing into Nautilus (or documents can be swept from the directory in a batch). Images can also be sent to Disconnected Scanning or Front-Office Scanning applications.
A User-Friendly Interface

The Nautilus Virtual Print Driver user interface (shown) can be used for upload, or the Nautilus Client, Web Client, Disconnected Scanning or Front-Office Scanning interfaces may be used to index the document.

The Fiserv Advantage

Nautilus Virtual Print Driver is part of a powerful set of enterprise content management solutions designed for Nautilus from Fiserv. With Nautilus, you can create, organize and control access for all types of content across your business from a single interface. Nautilus Virtual Print Driver helps your organization efficiently optimize resources, while managing both cost and risk.

Key Benefits

- Creates non-editable document images from any application with a File/Print command
- Installs and functions as a standard Windows printer
- Automatically prompts with an Import Dialog or places documents into common directories to be swept into Nautilus
- Appends pages to an existing document on import
- Supports printing to a range of grayscale, color, and dpi formats to optimize file size

Connect With Us

For more information about Nautilus Virtual Print Driver, call 800-872-7882, email ReplyECM@fiserv.com or visit www.fiserv.com.